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Akerman LLP, a top 100 U.S. law firm serving clients
across the Americas, is pleased to announce the firm
has been recognized as a 2020 Top Performer by the
Leadership Council on Legal Diversity (LCLD) for its
contributions and continued commitment to
building a more diverse organization and inclusive
legal profession.  

The Top Performer award recognizes firms and
organizations in the top 20 percent for participation
in LCLD programs and activities, driving its mission
of a more diverse profession forward. Akerman is a
longtime partner of LCLD, with several of the firm’s
lawyers participating in the organization’s Fellows
Program. Adrian Smith, partner in Akerman’s
Corporate Practice Group in New York, is currently
part of LCLD’s Class of 2020 Fellows. Previous
Akerman LCLD Fellows include Enjoliqué
Lett, Michael Marsh, Kimberly Lopez
Narbona, Palash Pandya, Larry Ross II, and Naim
Surgeon. Since 2011, LCLD’s Fellows Program has
trained more than 1,600 high-potential lawyers from
diverse backgrounds. 

LCLD, formed in 2009, is an organization of dynamic
leaders—corporate chief legal officers and law firm
managing partners—united by commitment to
creating a truly diverse legal profession and
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preparing future generations of diverse talent for the
highest positions of leadership. 

About Akerman
Akerman LLP is a top 100 U.S. law firm recognized
among the most forward thinking firms in the
industry by Financial Times. Its more than 700
lawyers and business professionals collaborate with
the world’s most successful enterprises and
entrepreneurs to navigate change, seize
opportunities, and help drive innovation and growth.
Akerman is known for its results in middle market
M&A and complex disputes, and for helping clients
achieve their most important business objectives in
the financial services, real estate and other dynamic
sectors across the United States and Latin America.


